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 ABSTRACT 
The aim of this Master’s Thesis is to propose an expert system based on the fuzzy logic 
models created in Excel and MATLAB programmes, which are able to evaluate 
different pension funds  and other financial products. Considering the unfavourable 
demographic crisis, the Thesis proposes optimal investment mix for three model 
situations in order to obtain additional financial security during the pension age. The 
Thesis is elaborated for Slovak Republic according to actual situation and valid 
legislation in the country. 
 
ABSTRAKT 
Cielom diplomovej prace je vytvorenie expertného systému založeného na modeloch 
fuzzy logiky v programoch Excel a MATLAB, pomocou ktorého je možné ohodnotiť 
rôzne dôchodkové fondy a ďalšie finančné produkty. Vzhľadom  na prehlbujúcu sa 
demografickú  krízu, práca ponúka návrhy optimálneho investičného mixu  pre tri 
modelové situácie s cieľom dodatočného finančného zabezpečenia počas dôchodkového 
veku. Práca je spracovaná pre podmienky Slovenskej republiky, podľa súčasnej situácie 
a platnej legislatívy.  
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 INTRODUCTION 
 Securing decent living standards during retirement age is one of the most 
relevant preoccupations of every individual. However, this topic is not given a sufficient 
importance in the society.  
 The recent studies show that majority of European countries, Slovakia included, 
suffer from unfavourable demographic situation. This is due to lower birth rate and 
increased life expectancy, which automatically lead to overall aging of the population. 
This causes severe economic problems to all European countries. Here, the key question 
is whether the actual pension schemes, where active population pays contributions to 
old-age insurance system in order to pay to pensioners, are sustainable. The worsening 
demographic situation leads to lower number of active workers and higher expenses for 
health and social care. This, consequently, increases deficit which must be covered by 
excess funding from the state budget (INFOSTAT, 2013). 
 Clearly, this situation is unsustainable and the EU states will not be able to 
secure pension payments high enough to provide retired inhabitants with a decent 
pension income.  Some measures have already been taken, such as increase in retired 
age and implementation of private pension saving. However, saving for pension should 
be primarily question of personal responsibility. Yet, many people, especially young 
generation, are not concerned with the criticality of the actual situation.  
 This is the reason why this Thesis deals with pension funds and their evaluation. 
The main aim is to create an expert system which would be able to evaluate selected 
products which might be suitable for securing any individual for the pension age. For 
this aim, three different model situations are analyzed with the usage of fuzzy logic 
modelling and proposal of optimal investment products is offered for every situation. 
 This Master´s Thesis is divided in several parts. Firstly, in Executive summary, 
the objectives and methodology used in this work are explained. Moreover, theoretical 
basis about fuzzy logic, MATLAB software and brief explanation of pension system are 
provided. 
 The second part analyses given problem and the actual situation, describes 
products and attributes to be evaluated and describes three model situations. 
 The main part, proposals and contribution of suggested solution, uses 
information from previous section and consists in creating decision-making fuzzy 
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models in MS Excel program and MATLAB software. Furthermore, the obtained results 
are compared and interpreted.  
 Finally, the investment product mix which would be optimal for pension saving 
is suggested and recommendations are given for every model situation as well as a set 
of general implications and conclusions are provided. 
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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 Given the definition of actual situation and the existing problem, the main 
objective of this work is to suggest an expert system, based on fuzzy models, for 
consultants or financial institutions which would allow them to assess different products 
and create personalized investment mix for pension for their clients. 
 Among additional objectives belong: 
 to analyse actual pension system and related problems in Slovakia 
 to select and analyse alternative products that may help to save for pension age, 
apart from State 3-pillars scheme 
 to create fuzzy model in MS Excel and MATLAB 
 to suggest optimal product mix for three model situations 
 
 The methodology employed is conducting secondary research focused on 
collection of qualitative and quantitative data about actual situation and available 
product and their characteristics with primarily deductive approach. Furthermore, this 
data were analysed using fuzzy model and the results were evaluated, compared and 
interpreted using synthesis. The results are applicable into practice. 
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2 THEORETICAL BASIS OF THE WORK  
2.1 FOUNDATIONS OF FUZZY LOGIC 
 Fuzzy logic was introduced in 1965, as a new mathematical tool by Lotfi A. 
Zadeh, professor at the University of California, Berkeley by publishing his first 
celebrated paper which opened the new field of Fuzzy Sets & Fuzzy Logic. In this 
paper, Zadeh introduced a new type of information and uncertainty, inherent to human 
thinking, reasoning and cognition, which is directly associated with human language. 
Moreover, he provided a mathematical formulation of the qualitative type of uncertainty 
and by this means formulated the theory of fuzzy sets. 
 Today, the society has become increasingly complex, which made human 
decision very fuzzy and difficult to analyze. Modern technology possess high capacity, 
however, they lack human ability. Indeed, application of fuzzy concepts is a step 
forward towards the development of tools capable of handling humanistic types of 
problem (Gupta, 2011). 
 Fuzzy logic can be understood under two different meanings. In a narrow sense, 
fuzzy logic is a logical system, an extension of multi-valued logic. On the other hand, in 
a wider sense, fuzzy logic is almost synonymous with the theory of fuzzy sets. 
Additionally, the basic concept underlying the fuzzy logic is a linguistic variable, whose 
values are words rather than numbers. Therefore, fuzzy logic can be also viewed as a 
methodology for computing preferably with words. Despite words are not that precise 
as numbers, they have an advantage of being nearer to human intuition. 
 Fuzzy logic is actually considered to be a principal element of soft computing, 
together with neurocomputing and genetic algorithms. The objective of soft computing 
is to accommodate the imprecision of the real world.  
 There are several reasons why it is beneficial to use fuzzy logic. Firstly, it is 
flexible and easy to understand. The mathematical concepts behind fuzzy reasoning are 
very simple and the approach is intuitive. Secondly, fuzzy logic is tolerant of imprecise 
data and fuzzy reasoning builds this understanding into the process rather than tacking it 
onto the end. Thirdly, and most important, fuzzy logic is based on natural language 
which is the most relevant condition for human communication. This underpins why 
fuzzy logic is easy to use (MATHWORKS, 2016). 
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2.2 MAIN PRINICPLE OF FUZZY LOGIC 
 Fuzzy logic defines to what extend an element x belongs to the set. The degree 
of membership may have value from 1 to 0, where, 1 represents full membership and 0 
absolute non-memberships. This corresponds better to human experience from the real 
world. Fuzzy logic measures the certainty of how much the element belongs to the set 
and people usually make analogous decisions in the area of mental and physical 
behaviour. Fuzzy logic application can be used in many fields, such as economics, 
finance, public services and others (DOSTÁL, 2013). Moreover, the applications range 
from consumer products to industrial process control, medical instrumentation, 
decision-support systems, and portfolio selection (MATHWORKS, 2016). 
 The fuzzy logic consists of three fundamental steps: fuzzification, fuzzy 
inference and defuzzification. 
 
 Fuzzification transforms real variables into language ones. For instance, for 
variable risk, the attributes can be no risk, low, medium, high or very high risk. 
Typically, one variable may have three to seven attributes. The degree of membership 
of attributes can be described by membership functions. There are many possible 
shapes; the most used are Λ, π, Z and S (DOSTÁL, 2008). 
 
 
Picture. n. 1.: Membership functions   Λ, π, Z and S 
(Source: Dostál, 2008) 
 
 The second step is fuzzy inference, defined as a system of behaviour by means 
of the rules of the type IF, THEN or WITH. In these algorithms, the conditional clauses 
can be found, which evaluates the input variables. In this step, the transformation matrix 
is created, transforming attributes into numbers. Then, another matrix is established, in 
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which one column may contain only one 1 for the selected attribute, the rest must be 
zero.  
 The last step is defuzzification, in which retransformation of numerical values to 
linguistic ones occurs.  The aim of this step is to verbally express the output of the fuzzy 
results (DOSTÁL, 2012). 
 To be able to do fuzzy calculations, computer software is required. It is possible 
to use Microsoft MS Excel programme. Moreover, for more advanced operations, 
MATLAB is very useful software. 
 
2.3 MATLAB 
 MATLAB is an extremely powerful software framework that has many built-in 
tools for solving problems and developing graphical illustrations. It is widely used 
among engineers and scientists. MATLAB provides an environment that promotes 
exploration and discovery and is often used for data analysis, model creation or 
algorithms development. This is due to its capacity to combine a high-level language 
with a desktop environment. 
 MATLAB method of work is defined by interactivity; an expression is entered 
by the user and MATLAB immediately responds with a result. Moreover, it allows 
writing scripts and programs, which are essentially groups of commands that are 
executed sequentially. 
 The MATLAB language is matrix-based and represents the most natural way to 
express computational mathematics. MATLAB tools and capabilities are all rigorously 
tested and designed to work together. For instance, built-in graphics help to visualize 
and gain insights from data; meanwhile library of prebuilt toolboxes allows to get 
started right away with algorithms (MATHWORKS, 2016).  
 
2.4 FUZZY LOGIC TOOLBOX 
 Fuzzy Logic Toolbox software is one of the tools offered by MATLAB. It 
allows creating and editing of fuzzy inference systems, using graphical tools or 
command-line functions. Fuzzy Logic Toolbox provides MATLAB functions, apps, and 
a Simulink block for analyzing, designing, and simulating systems based on fuzzy logic.  
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 The toolbox is designed to create models of complex system behaviours using 
simple logic rules, and then implements these rules in a fuzzy inference system. There 
are two possible ways how to use it. Either as a stand- alone fuzzy inference engine, or 
to use fuzzy inference blocks in Simulink and simulate the fuzzy systems within a 
comprehensive model of the entire dynamic system (MATHWORKS, 2016). 
 
2.5 PENSION SYSTEM AND THE EU 
 Pension payments represent one of the largest public expenditure items in the 
budgets of the EU member states. The EU population is aging   as a consequence of 
lower birth rates and increasing longevity. This situation necessarily puts the pension 
systems under pressure and calls for actions to be taken. 
 Since 2009, in answer to large budget deficits and reinforced economic 
governance framework at the EU level, Member States have adopted a multitude of 
reforms that aim at managing public spending on pensions in order to achieve their 
future sustainability. As a result, despite the dramatic rise in the proportion of people 
aged 65 and more, average public pension expenditure for EU-28 in 2060, expressed as 
a percentage of GDP, should not exceed the 2013’s level. In order to achieve this 
objective, the legislation adopted in 2014 assumes higher effective retirement ages by 
restricting access to early retirement and by continuing a process of raising the 
pensionable age, in some countries linked to increases in life expectancy.  
 The main role of pension systems, and especially, public pension schemes, is to 
protect older people against the risk of poverty so that they can enjoy living standards in 
accordance with the rest of the working population. For older Europeans, pensions 
represent the main income and thus, are source of maintaining the living standards. 
However, the living standards in old age also depend on other factors, for instance 
private assets, such as home ownership and access to other benefits and services 
(European Union, 2015). 
 
2.6 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE PENSION SYSTEM IN 
SLOVAKIA 
 The pension scheme in Slovakia has undergone reform and several changes in 
recent years. Nowadays the pension scheme comprises three main components or 
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“pillars”. The first component is insurance-based and mandatory, administered by the 
Social Insurance Agency. The financing of this component is carried on by regular 
contributions paid by the economically active part of the population to old-age 
insurance, of which subsequently retirement pensions are paid to Slovak pensioners.  
Employees contribute presently with 4 % and employers with 14 % on a monthly basis. 
The scheme is compulsory for all employed persons or persons pursuing any type of 
professional activity and they are required to contribute for minimum 15 years in order 
to get entitlement for pension. Pensionable age is set at 62 years equally for men and 
women (European Union, 2015).  
 Social Insurance Agency calculates the pension from the paid contributions 
during working life. The amount of pension depends on the time of insurance in the 
Social Insurance Agency, total amount paid during working life and the age at which 
the person retires. In case of early retirement, the pension pay is reduced by 0.5% for 
each 30 days before the legal retirement age in comparison with the full pension pay. 
On the other hand, if person retires later that at  legal age, the pension will be increased 
by 0.5% for every 30 days (Sociálna poisťovňa, 2016).  
 The second pillar is represented by optional, contribution funded pension 
scheme represents the second component. Currently participation depends on every 
individual to the age of 35 years. Presently, the contribution rate for saving is 4 percent 
(taken from the first pillar contribution and redirected on saver´s private account at 
Pension management companies) and from
 
 1
st
 
 
January 2017 it will increase on a yearly 
basis by 0.25 percent each year until reaching 6 percent in 2024 where it will remain. 
Since 2015, there has been no minimum number of years of contribution. 
 Finally, the third component is voluntary and supplementary, contribution 
funded scheme. It is basically open to employees, self-employed and also to voluntary 
savers. 
 These changes in the pension scheme have increased its financial sustainability. 
However, the main challenge remains on keeping the relative stability of the regulations 
approved by the present government (European Union, 2015). 
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3 PROBLEM ANALYSIS AND CURRENT SITUATION  
 As previously explained, the whole European Union is fighting demographic 
crisis. According to latest forecasts in Slovakia, the aging index (calculated as division 
of number of persons in the post-productive age (65+) to those in ante-productive age 
(0-14)) was 91.17 in 2014. Before 2025, the aging index will probably exceed 100. This 
means that  there will be equal number of retired people as young people up to 14 years 
old (Allianz, 2016).  
 This suggests that today, on one retired person (over 65), there are five persons 
in productive age (15-64). However, within 30 years, the situation will be completely 
different. There will be only 2 persons in productive age on one retired person. In other 
words, today, for 100 working people, there are 72 people in pension age; meanwhile in 
2040 it will be 136 people in pension age (INFOSTAT, 2013). 
 Therefore, these negative demographic trends have negative impact on State 
budget. The general government deficit will increase to 12.8% of Gross Domestic 
Product (GDP) which is approximately 500 billion Euros towards 2050.  Public debt is 
expected to increase up to 163.8% of GDP in 2050, if no corrective measures in public 
pension scheme are taken (Allianz, 2016). 
 According to publication by European Union (2015), the budgets of Member 
states spent on pension pays should not exceed the levels from year 2013, despite the 
increasing number of pensioners. Logically, to achieve this, the retirement age will have 
to increase (which is already happening) and the pension pays may decrease. It will 
depend on the decisions taken by Government. Consequently, if public pension scheme 
is not completed by private savings, the income during retirement is likely to be 
significantly lower, than income that pensioners receive today. 
 These facts should not be underestimated. Society should be aware of current 
situation and be ready to take action. This is extremely actual for young generation at 
the beginning of working life, who will suffer the impact the most at the time they 
retire.  
 
 In response to this situation, the following chapter is focused on the description 
of products that may serve for investing to get secured during the pension. Firstly, the 3 
pillars of State pension scheme are described and characterized, followed by 3 
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additional products-mutual funds, life insurance and term deposit. Due to limitations of 
this Thesis, it was not possible to cover all available products on the financial market. 
Thus, these three products have been selected, since they are considered to be suitable 
alternative for saving for pension, alongside with the pension funds included in State 
scheme (VUB Generali, 2016). 
 Furthermore, the next part of this chapter defines the attributes and their values, 
based on which the products will be analyzed and compared later on. Typically, 
attributes and values are limited by the binding law in Slovakia as well as by the 
conditions and competition on the market. Finally, there will be a brief description of 
three selected model situations which bring three individuals, their life situations and 
preferences. All this information will be used for creating fuzzy models. 
 
3.1 SELECTED FINANCIAL PRODUCTS 
 
3.1.1 FIRST PILLAR 
 The first pillar is obligatory for all economically active individuals who pay 
contribution of 18% from their salary directly to Social Insurance Agency. A person 
with higher contributions will receive higher pension pay during retirement period, this 
is called merit principle. This is the unique source of income for many actual 
pensioners. As it does not represent any form of investment product, it is excluded from 
evaluation by fuzzy models. The objective is to create the best product mix which 
would complement the first pillar during the pension age. 
 
3.1.2 SECOND PILLAR 
 After changes in legislation in 2005, second and third pillars were implemented. 
The second pillar works on principle that after the voluntary decision of individual, the 
same contribution amount as in the first pillar is separated between Social Insurance 
Agency (14%) and 4% are transferred onto private personal account in Pension 
management companies. Contributions are exempted from taxation. Another benefit is 
the private ownership of money transferred to the Pension management companies. 
Therefore, after retirement, there are two sources of pension pay. 
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 Furthermore, Pension Management Companies invest money they receive from 
individual. They are licensed by state to administer two types of funds, a guaranteed 
bond fund and an unguaranteed equity fund. They can also run other types of 
guaranteed or unguaranteed funds, such as indexed or mixed funds. Every person may 
choose one or two funds in which invest, but the guaranteed bond fund is obligatory. 
Closer to the retirement age, the proportion in unguaranteed funds must decrease by law 
and this money are gradually transferred on the guaranteed bond fund. Thus, for 
younger people it is recommendable to save in unguaranteed funds. Longer is the saving 
period, larger should be the return. Nowadays, the return is relatively low.  However, 
there is no option of premature withdrawal of money saved on the account. The saver is 
allowed to withdraw its money at the time he/she comes to retirement age, actually 62 
years and also has to be entitled to receive payment from the first pillar. 
 Every person has access to its account in the Pension Management Company 
and may check the actual amount saved and return. In the case of "below average" 
performance of bond fund, the Pension Management Companies are obliged to pay the 
difference from its own resources in accordance with the law. Moreover, money saved 
on private account is an object of inheritance process. 
 Additionally, second pillar offers option of voluntary contributions by which 
savers may significantly increase the amount they receive for retirement. Moreover, 
savers can deduct these contributions from tax up to two percent of the tax base. 
 At present moment, six Pension fund Management Companies offer services in 
Slovakia: 
 • AEGON d.s.s., Inc. 
• Allianz - Slovak pension fund management company, Inc. 
• AXA d.s.s., Inc.  
• DSS Postal Bank, d.s.s., Inc. 
• NN pension fund management company, Inc. 
• VUB Generali pension fund management company, Inc. 
 
 Investing in Pension fund Management Companies is subject to strict rules and 
rigorous control by the state. There is a five-step inspection carried out by:  
1. The National Bank of Slovakia – monitors the activities of Pension fund Management 
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Companies and supervises if the companies respect the rules and limits determined by 
legislation. 
2. The Depository – is a bank from other financial groups than Pension fund 
management Company. The main task is to control the investment process in the 
company and in case of incorrect measures, the Depositary reports to the National Bank 
of Slovakia. 
3. Independent auditor – who checks the compliance with the law during management 
of assets of savers and the accuracy of accounting.  
4. Internal control- every Pension fund Management Company has internal body which 
ensures compliance with the law and observance of internal regulations. 
5. Saver – who can monitor its account and the moves there as well as follow current 
information on the websites and compare performance of various Pension fund 
management companies.  
 
 On the other hand, Pension fund Management Company can require the 
following fees: 
a) Fee for the administration of the pension fund, maximum 0,3 % of average annual net 
asset value of the pension fund (value of pension fund decreased by its liabilities). 
b) Fee for the management of personal pension account, maximum 1 % of the 
contribution paid by saver. 
c) Fee for the evaluation of assets in the pension fund,  determined every working day in 
accordance with specific formula.  
 However, Pension fund Management Company cannot charge a fee for the 
evaluation of the assets in the pension fund if evaluation has a negative value. 
 
(Slovensko.sk, 2016  and Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak 
Republic, 2016a). 
 
3.1.3 THIRD PILLAR 
 The third pillar is voluntary and is administered by Complementary Pension 
Companies, also assigned by state. Similarly, every individual has private account 
where he/she can save for pension. Since 2014, contributions paid by savers are tax 
deductible up to 180 euro per year. Total amount of contributions is voluntary. Under 
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this pillar, employers can voluntarily contribute to their employees and then also apply 
tax deduction up to 6 percent of the employee’s gross wage.  
 To be entitled for this payment, the person must reach 62 years of life and fulfil 
conditions of the first pillar. Every saver has access to its account and may check the 
actual amount saved and return earned. Money saved on private account is an object of 
inheritance process. 
 There are four Complementary Pension Companies: 
 AXA d.d.s., a.s. 
 ING Tatry-Sympatia, d.d.s., a.s. 
 Stabilita, d.d.s., a.s. 
 Doplnková dôchodková spoločnosť Tatra banky, a.s. 
 
 They are entitled to manage two types of funds – more conservative, payout 
supplementary pension fund and at least one contributory supplementary pension fund. 
Assets of payout supplementary pension fund may consist only of bond and cash 
investments and assets designed to reduce the foreign exchange risk. On the other hand, 
contributory supplementary pension fund may constitute a stock, bond, cash and other 
types of investments products. Also in this case, for people who can save for longer 
time, it is recommendable to save in more risky, contributory supplementary pension 
fund. However, the actual return from both types of funds is very low.  
 After 2014, there is no option of premature withdrawal of money saved on the 
account. Under new legislation saver is allowed to withdraw its money once every 10 
years. It is allowed to withdraw only those assets and their evaluation that were 
contributed by saver. The part contributed by employer will remain on the account until 
retirement age. 
 As to the fees for services of Complementary Pension Companies, these are 
similar as it was in the second pillar, but fees are higher.  
a) Fee for the administration of the pension fund, maximum 1,60 %  of average annual 
net asset value of the payout supplementary pension fund and 0,80 % of average annual 
net asset value of contributory supplementary pension fund ( valid for year 2016). 
b) Fee for the evaluation of assets in the pension fund, determined every working day in 
accordance with specific formula.  
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c) Fee for changing Complementary Pension Companies for another one, up to 5%, but 
only within the first year after signing the contract. 
 
(Ministry of Labour, Social Affairs and Family of the Slovak Republic, 2016b) 
 
3.1.4 MUTUAL FUNDS 
  Mutual funds are investment products administered by professional 
Management Companies. Mutual funds are created by assets which are collected from 
many investors who wish to invest their money into securities such as stocks, bonds or 
similar assets. Mutual funds allow small investors to access to professionally managed, 
diversified portfolios of equities, bonds and other securities. Every investor participates 
proportionally on the gain or loss of the fund.  Depending on the amount of investment, 
the investor receives mutual fund units, or shares. These are issued by the Management 
Company and usually, are purchased or redeemed at actual net asset value per share.  
 These funds offer several benefits. Firstly, the Management Companies employs 
professional analysts and portfolio managers who search for the most attractive 
investment opportunities and possess deep information about given product. Also, for 
small individual investor it brings opportunity to invest into products that under normal 
conditions would not be accessible for them.  
 Secondly, there is a limited risk since funds invest into several forms of 
securities. Additionally, there is a wide range of funds with different risk profiles. Thus, 
the risk is diversified.  Finally, there is relatively high liquidity, because investor has 
option to resell its units or shares anytime (Investopedia, 2016). 
 There are several types of mutual funds. The most common are open-end funds 
and closed-end funds. In case of open-end funds, the Company must be willing to buy 
back shares from investors every business day meanwhile for closed-end funds this is 
not possible. Investors who no longer wish to invest in the fund have to sell their units 
to another buyer from the market. 
 Moreover, depending on where funds invest money, they are divided into few 
basic groups. Money market funds invest in short term and have lower return and risk. 
Bond funds invest into bonds or debt securities. They have slightly higher risk and 
return.  Stock or equity funds invest in common stocks which represent an ownership 
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share in corporations. They are usually risky and suitable for long term investment. An 
index fund pretends to follow performance of a market index and is characterized by 
transparency. Hybrid funds represent a middle way and they invest in several different 
products with medium risk. Funds of funds invest at least two thirds into mutual funds 
of other Companies. There are also more types of funds (Rejnuš, 2012). 
 As to the fees and charges, there are many of them, among most ordinary are: 
 • Entry fee. Client pays for the purchase of shares. This fee is usually fixed as a 
percentage of the total value of the investment. The amount of fee depends on the 
volume of money that investor puts into the fund. Usually, more money invested, the 
smaller is the fee.  
• Fee for fund administration, expressed as percentage per annum, usually up to 2%.  
This fee is paid each year from the total volume of money in the fund. This fee is 
reflected in the price of unit and every Company determines it individually based on 
type of fund and the assets in which the fund invests. 
• Exit fee. The client pays for the resale of the units. The amount of fee usually depends 
on the length of time investor possess the units. Normally, for longer periods there is no 
exit fee.  
 Additionally, there can also be performance fee. It can be charged if the 
performance of the fund is above expected rates. 
 Finally, revenues from the funds are object of Income tax and there is no State 
protection of assets invested into mutual funds. However, several institutions supervise 
the activity of Management Companies, such as National Bank of Slovakia, depositary 
of the Management Company composed of bank, supervisory board and auditor (Dorič, 
2014). 
 
3.1.5. LIFE INSURANCE 
 Life insurance is the first of all product designed for insurance purposes. 
However, currently it is advertised as modern investment product. There are two basic 
types of life insurance – investment or capital life insurance. The difference between 
them consists in the way in which money is used. Meanwhile in capital life insurance, it 
is the Insurance Company who is responsible for evaluation of assets and the return; in 
case of capital life insurance the Insurance Company transfers money to the Mutual 
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funds Management Companies who administer the invested money. Capital life 
insurance has lower risk, but tends to be more conservative. Another difference is that 
in case of capital life insurance, the company guarantees the money invested, but in case 
of investment insurance, the responsibility is on the individual. There is no protection of 
the investments by the State. Also, there is the obligation to pay taxes from the return or 
evaluation of assets. 
 As to the return, this product has low ability to generate return to the saver. In 
comparison to other products, the return is only 50 % in case of long term investment 
from what could be achieved if money is invested in other products.  
 Fees and charges are considerable high, especially for investment insurance. 
Here, first the Insurance Company charges some fees and later, the Mutual funds 
Management Company also charges fee for managing money. Thus, the overall fees 
during the whole investment period are high. Generally, there are three basic fees: 
• The distribution fee – based on standard 24 monthly payments 
• Management fee – amount retained by the insurance company each year, it can 
represent about 1% from the evaluation of assets in Mutual Funds  
• Administrative fee – typically, the most common sum is 1,66 Euros per month, is 
applicable for conducting insurance contract, sending annual reports to the client and 
other administrative tasks (Onufer, 2015). 
 
3.2.6. TERM DEPOSIT 
 Term deposit is very widespread and popular product in Slovakia. The best 
advantage is that it has higher interest rate than current accounts and savings accounts. 
The interest rate represents the return; actually, the rate is quite low. Moreover, if the 
client opts for term deposit, there is a guarantee that the interest rate will remain the 
same during the whole commitment period. Typically, the commitment period lasts 
from 1 to 60 months. Longer it is, higher is the interest rate. When the maturity date 
comes, term deposit can be either automatically renewed for the same period, or money 
are transferred back to the client's current account. If individual needs to have money 
available before the maturity date, the bank charges a fee for non-compliance with the 
time-commitment set by the bank. However, usually there are no other fees. Assets 
invested into term deposit are protected by the State, so the risk of investment is low.  
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There is an obligation to pay tax 19 % from the evaluation of assets, which will be 
deducted and paid by the bank (Finančný kompas, 2016). 
 
 
3.2 SELECTED ATTRIBUTES 
 The following attributes or inputs serve for evaluation of above described 
products as well as for evaluation of profiles of individuals in three model situation 
(described in chapter 4.3). Attributes were selected based on their general characteristics 
determined by binding law and by actual situation and competition on the market in 
Slovakia.  There are ten different attributes (inputs) used in the fuzzy models. For every 
attribute, there is a value range assigned, all will be explained and described. 
 
3.2.1 RETURN 
 The first attribute measures the ability of product to generate gains on the 
invested capital to the investor or saver. It is one of the most significant attributes since 
many individuals consider return as the most important characteristic. Usually it is 
expressed in percentage per annum. Actually, return can have positive and many times 
also negative value. 
 For the purpose of modelling, there is a scale of six possible values return may 
have – negative, zero, low, medium, high and very high. 
 
3.2.2 RISK 
 Risk expresses the probability that actual return will differ from the expected 
one, including, there might be a loss. It is generated by uncertainty. Normally, the 
higher risk investor is willing to accept, the possibility of greater return increases.  
 Every fund and financial products have different level of risk, depending on the 
type of security it invests into. In this Thesis, risk was assigned four possible values –
low, medium, high and finally, very high. 
 
3.2.3 PERSONAL TIME CONSUMPTION 
 This attribute expresses how much personal time of individual is needed in order 
to study and select given product and also to manage investment into it. Some product 
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does not require any deeper knowledge; others are suitable for more educated investors. 
Similarly, this attribute expresses how much time investor is willing to spend with the 
operations related to the investment.  
 Therefore, there are three possible values for Personal time consumption used in 
this work – low, medium and high. 
  
3.2.4 FEES AND CHARGES 
 Fees and charges are payments made by individual to the professional 
institutions for service and assistance related to management and administration of their 
assets. More complicated products tent to have higher fees. Similarly, better service and 
product conditions offered to the client, the fees are higher. Every institution sets the 
amount of fees and charges for every product it offers. 
 This attribute is also very important. For majority of clients, fees represent 
significant costs and are important factor for decision and selection of products.  
 The possible values of this attribute are expressed in intervals and in percentage 
per annum. There are six possible intervals: 0, 0 to 1%, 1 to 3%, 3 to 5%, 5 to 10% and 
more than 10%. 
 
3.2.5 COMMITMENT PERIOD 
 The commitment period is time that the client is obliged by a contract with the 
institution not to use or withdraw money that they invested. Majority of products 
require some level of commitment.  
 The possible values of this attribute are no commitment, limited commitment or 
obligatory commitment (value “yes”). In case of limited commitment, there might be an 
option to withdraw money before commitment period expires, but typically, there are 
extra fees associated.  
 
3.2.6 INITIAL INVESTMENT 
 This attribute refers to amount of available capital that should be possessed by 
the individual at the time of investment. Some products do not require high initial 
investment; in other cases there might be no sense to invest with small amounts, and 
therefore are more suitable for investors with larger available capital. 
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 Thus,  the values assigned in this paper are three: low, medium and high initial 
investment. 
 
3.2.7 PREMATURE WITHDRAWAL OF INVESTMENT 
 Premature withdrawal of investment is closely related to Commitment period. It 
expresses the possibility to get back invested money before maturity date stated at the 
contract with the institution. For some product, it is possible to resell their assets and get 
the money back with no limitations, for others there are fees if individual wishes to get 
money before maturity date. 
 The values used in fuzzy models are following – possible premature withdrawal 
with no penalties, possible premature withdrawal but with limitations, possible 
premature withdrawal but with penalties and finally, not possible premature withdrawal. 
 
3.2.8 POSSIBILITY OF HERITAGE 
 The possibility of heritage defines that in case of unexpected death of investor, 
there is a possibility for their relatives or another assigned person, to take over the 
ownership of investment. By Slovak low, every personal asset, including money 
invested in financial assets is object of inheritance process. 
 There are two possible values, yes and no. Yes expresses the existence of 
possibility of heritage, no expresses the opposite. As it is given by the Law, all products 
have “yes” value. 
 
3.2.9 TAX BENEFITS 
 Tax benefits are benefits offered by the State. The aim is to make some product 
more attractive to the final users. Usually there are deductions from Personal Income 
Tax.  
 This attribute has also two possible values, yes and no. However, since it 
depends on the State, only products from public pension scheme are benefited by this 
condition. 
 
3.2.10 STATE SECUREMENT OF INVESTMENT 
 Finally, there is State protection of investment by Deposit Protection Fund 
which is body, legally entitled to protect deposits of individuals and legal entities held 
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in banks in Slovakia.  Every deposit up to 100,000 Euros is protected and in case of 
insolvency of a bank, the Deposit Protection Fund guarantees that owners of the 
deposits will get their money back.  
 However, not all products are protected by this Deposit Protection Fund. 
Therefore, the values of attributes use in modelling have yes and no rate. 
 
 
3.3 MODEL SITUATIONS 
 Fuzzy models will be created with focus on three different model situations. In 
each, three different people are analyzed in order to find out their life situation, 
requirements on products and preferences for pension. Every situation will have its own 
results in both, Excel and MATLAB models. 
 
3.3.1 YOUNG PERSON UNDER 30 YEARS OLD 
 A young individual, no more than 30 years old, graduated from university and 
currently full-time employed in a company in Slovakia is aware of the critical situation 
in the area of public pension scheme and its importance for the decent future life. Thus, 
he /she is considering to invest  and save money in order to get secured for the pension 
by combining public pension scheme offered by state and private saving. Actually, the 
individual earns the average wage of 943 euro per month (according to the latest data 
provided by the Statistical Office of the Slovak Republic for February 2016) and at the 
present moment is willing to invest relevant portion from the spare money. The 
individual has no loan, no other financial obligations and is expected to work at least for 
30 years. His/her risk sensitivity can be evaluated as medium and the individual possess 
enough personal time to dedicate to managing his/her finance. The objective of the 
individual is to save enough money for decent retired life, since the public pension 
payment will be low. Thus the required return is high and the person looks for products 
with lower fees and charges. The person prefers products with no or limited 
commitment and possibility of premature withdrawal of finance. Moreover, the person 
is interested in products where heritage is assured, state offers tax benefits and secures 
the investment by the Deposit Protection Fund. 
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3.3.2 PERSON 40 YEARS OLD  
 An individual, around 40 years old is full-time working in a company in 
Slovakia, with salary more than 1000 euro per month. The person has to take care about 
the family, pay the loan and secure the education of children which limits the spare time 
to get involved with investments, as well as limits available finance that could be 
invested into private saving for pension. Yet, the person can save for more than 20 years 
even with smaller contributions. The risk sensitivity can be evaluated as high, thus, the 
individual prefers more conservative funds with lower risk. The objective of the 
individual is to improve his/her financial situation during retirement, considering the 
public pensions to be still quite decent, so the required return is medium. The individual 
looks for products with lower fees, no commitment and possibility of premature 
withdrawal of finance. Similarly as in previous situation, the person is interested in 
products where heritage is assured, state offers tax benefits and secures the investment. 
 
3.3.3 PERSON MORE THAN 50 YEARS OLD 
 An individual, above 50 years old, full-time employed in a company in Slovakia 
has decided to improve his/her financial situation during retirement. After working the 
whole life, the average salary of this person is around 1200 euro monthly. He/ she does 
not have any loans and his/ her children are already independent and family is secured. 
Therefore, the individual has relevant amount of money to invest as well as enough free 
time to dedicate to management of his/her finance and knows, that the public pension 
will be still relatively fair at the moment of retirement, but wishes to keep equal living 
standard as during working life. However, the possible time for saving is at this age 
limited to 10-12 years (until the actual retirement age of 62 years (according to the 
Social Insurance Agency)). The risk sensitivity is high. The individual wishes to invest 
into products with guaranteed return, managed by reputable companies, regardless 
possible higher fees. The person does not matter the possible commitment associated 
with some products. Equally as before, he/she prefers products with assured heritage, 
tax benefits and secured the investment by the Deposit Protection Fund. 
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4 PROPOSALS AND CONTRIBUTION OF SUGGESTED 
SOLTUTIONS  
  The aim of this chapter is to describe and focus on two fuzzy models created 
with Excel and MATLAB programmes. Both models use fuzzy logic system with the 
objective to solve decision making problem, namely, to help to create expert system for 
evaluation of pension funds and other products that may serve for pension securing. The 
expert system is created for consultants or financial institutions which should help their 
clients to decide which product is the most suitable for them regarding their personal 
preferences and expectations, as well as help them to choose the optimal product mix. 
The expert system was designed in the best way to be applicable and effective in the 
reality. 
 Both models consider three model situations described in chapter 3.3. These 
model situations serve as examples of real situations and serve to illustrate how the 
expert system evaluates every situation. For every fuzzy model, selected products are 
analysed and evaluated and the optimal product mix is proposed. Moreover, the results 
from both models are compared which lead to final solution and recommendations.  
 
4.1 FUZZY MODEL IN EXCEL 
 The model created in Excel is the first fuzzy model elaborated to evaluate 
pension funds and other selected products. It is simple, intuitive and easy to use. Today, 
basically MS Excel is installed in every computer, so it is accessible for majority of 
users, which, in this case, are consultants and financial institutions.   
 The very first step to create fuzzy model in Excel is to create folder called 
Evaluation of products. Here all the background calculations are provided. Additionally, 
there are three more folders called Young person under 30 years old, 40years old person 
and finally, more than 50 years old person. These folders represent the three model 
situations. In every folder, depending on personal characteristic of individual in model 
situation, there is a value assignation, calculation of interval and evaluations of 
products. This will be explained with more precision later on. 
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4.1.1 EVALUATION OF PRODUCTS 
 The initial step necessary to create fuzzy model is to determine attributes and 
their values. This was already explained in chapter 3.2. The following table summarizes 
all selected attributes and all their possible values. The values are ordered from the best 
one (on the top of the column) to the least favourable ones. 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 1.: Attributes and their values 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Based on these values, the products will be evaluated and compared. For every 
product, only one value per attribute can be selected, which expresses the characteristics 
typical for each product. 
 The next step is to create so called Transformation matrix. Here, the linguistic 
values are transformed into numerical values. This is indispensable step, since the 
programme can work only with numerical values. 
 Furthermore, it is important to select a scale, based on which these linguistic 
values are transformed. For the purpose of this work, the scale 0 to 10 was chosen. Zero 
means the worst possible option, meanwhile 10 is the most suitable option. Numerical 
Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
very high low low 0 no
high medium medium 0 to 1 limited
medium high high 1 to 2 yes
low very high 3 to 5
zero 5 to 10
negative more than 10
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
low possible, no penalties yes yes yes
medium possible, but with limitations no no no
high possible, but with penalties
not possible
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values are also ordered from the best one (on the top of the column) least favourable at 
the bottom. 
 Table number 2 shows again all attributes, but now with the numerical 
expression of the values. Additionally, there are two extra rows- MAXIMUM and 
MINIMUM. They express the possible highest and the lowest value the attribute may 
have from the column. For every attribute (for every column), there is one maximum 
value and one minimum value. They are important in further calculations.  
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 2.: Transformation matrix 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
  
 Furthermore, all maximums and minimums are summed up. The total amounts 
are shown in Table 3. 
 
Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
10 8 8 10 10
8 6 5 8 5
6 2 1 6 3
4 0 4
2 2
0 0
MAX 10 8 8 10 10
MIN 0 0 1 0 3
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
8 8 10 10 10
5 6 0 5 5
1 4
0
8 8 10 10 10
1 0 0 5 5
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Tab. n. 3.: Sum of maximums and minimums 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 Based on the numerical values, the degree of membership of attributes can be 
described by membership functions. These are depicted below. 
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Fig. n. 1.: Membership functions 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
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 At this point, it is possible to proceed to creation of so-called state matrix. Here, 
for every attribute, only one value must be selected. This value is assigned number 1. 
All the other values in the column must be 0.  The 1 is assigned to that value, which best 
characterizes given product. 
 In this Thesis, there are two types of state matrix. First type is “STATIC” and 
second type is “DYNAMIC”. Static state matrix is matrix of products. The assignation 
of values 1 and 0 is done only once and remain stable during modelling. This is because 
the characteristics of selected products are given by the situation at the market and some 
of them are also unchangeable because of the Law regulation valid at the present 
moment in Slovakia.  
 The dynamic state matrix is matrix of clients. Here, the assignation of values 1 
and 0 can be done several times and, what is more, 1 and 0 can vary depending on 
profile and preferences of clients. Thus, the dynamic state matrix is adaptable to the 
client’s profile and requirement. The example of how it works will be shown on three 
model situations. 
 
 The State matrix of products is shown below. The values 1 were assigned by the 
author of this Thesis, based on the description of products’ features explained in chapter 
4.1. Moreover, there is a final row called SUM. This means, that values in every column 
are summed up. If the model is correct, there will be always sum of 1, due to the fact, 
that every column may contain 1only one time. Then, the all sums are multiplied. The 
value of this multiplication (product) also must be 1. 
 
 
 
 
2. pillar Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 1 0
1 0 0
0 0
0 0
SUM 1 1 1 1 1
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Tab. n. 4.: State matrix of product 2. pillar 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 5.: State matrix of product 3. pillar 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
1 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
1
1 1 1 1 1
3. pillar Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 1
0 0
0 0
SUM 1 1 1 1 1
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
1 0 1 1 1
0 1 0 0 0
0 0
0
1 1 1 1 1
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Tab. n. 6.: State matrix of product Life insurance 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 
 
Life  insurance Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
1 1
0 0
SUM 1 1 1 1 1
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
1 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1
0 1
0
1 1 1 1 1
Mutual funds Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 0 0 0 1
1 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1
0 0
SUM 1 1 1 1 1
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Tab. n. 7.: State matrix of product Mutual Funds 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 8.: State matrix of product Term deposit 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
0 1 1 0 0
1 0 0 1 1
0 0
0
1 1 1 1 1
Term deposit Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 1 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1
1 0 0
0 0
0 0
SUM 1 1 1 1 1
Initial investment Premature withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
0 0 1 0 1
1 0 0 1 0
0 1
0
1 1 1 1 1
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 Given these values, it is possible to proceed to evaluation of every product. The 
evaluation will be given in percentage, thus the value will be in range 0 to 100%. To do 
the calculation, Excel uses the following formula:  
 
= IF (M=1; 100*(SUMPRODUCT (array1, array2) - Σ MAX)/ (Σ MIN- Σ MAX);-100) 
 
 M is multiplication (product) of the SUM values of each product. As already 
explained, its value must be 1.  
 SUMPRODUCT is scalar product of transformation matrix and state matrix of 
each possible product. 
 Σ MAX is the sum of the maximums from the transformation matrix 
 Σ MIN is the sum of the minimums from the transformation matrix 
 -100 is the example of wrong value. If M is different from 1, the programme 
shows this value. 
 
 By doing this operation separately for every product, it is very simple to 
calculate the percentage. The table below shows the overall evaluation of selected 
products. 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 9.: Overall evaluation of products, in % 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Similarly, Excel can generate graph which depicts the same results. This might 
be better for visual comparison of products.  
Product Evaluation in %
2. pillar 70,1
3. pillar 75,3
Life  insurance 48,1
Mutual funds 63,6
Term deposit 67,5
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Fig. n. 2.: Graph of evaluation of products, in % 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 At this point, it is possible to proceed to evaluation of model situations and 
proposal of optimal investment mix for pension.  
 
 
4.1.2. EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 1: YOUNG PERSON UNDER 30 
YEARS OLD 
 The calculations and results are located in the second Excel folder called Young 
person under 30 years old. 
 First step is to evaluate the profile of the individual. This can be achieved by 
creating the first “dynamic” state matrix of the individual younger than 30. To create 
this matrix and assignee the values 1 and 0, information from chapter 3.3.1 is used. The 
final state matrix is shown on the table 10. 
 
0,0 
20,0 
40,0 
60,0 
80,0 
2. pillar 
3. pillar 
Life  
insurance 
Mutual 
funds 
Term 
deposit 
N
áz
o
v 
o
si
 
2. pillar 3. pillar Life  insurance Mutual funds Term deposit 
Evaluation in % 70,1 75,3 48,1 63,6 67,5 
Evaluation in % 
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Tab. n. 10.: State matrix of individual 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Now, it is necessary to calculate the evaluation of this person. To do this, it is 
required to calculate the number and then the percentage.  
 The number is calculated as SUMPRODUCT of transformation matrix of 
products (from folder Evaluation of products) and state matrix of client (table 10). 
 The percentage is determined by using formula: 
 
100 x ((SUMPRODUCT – Σ MAX)/ (Σ MIN- Σ MAX)) 
 
 The results are shown in table 11:  
 
 
Tab. n. 11.: Evaluation of  individual 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and charges, 
in %
Commitment 
period
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 0 0 1
0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
Initial 
investment
Premature 
withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax benefits State 
securement of 
investment
0 1 1 1 1
1 0 0 0 0
0 0
0
Calculation of 
interval 
in %
69 70
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 Consequently, the results in % will be taken to establish the interval. This 
interval represents the category based on which the products will be compared and 
evaluated. The minimal percentage any product must achieve is 60 %. This is because 
the author of this work believes that any product must satisfy the client´s requirement 
more than on 50 %. Thus, value 60 % was chosen. Every product under 60 % will be 
considered to be unsatisfactory. 
 There are three possible evaluations in words: the suitability of product is high, 
the suitability of product is medium and the suitability of products is low.  
 Finally, the final results are given. They can be INVEST, CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT and DO NOT INVEST. This stage is called retransformation matrix. 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 12.:  Retransformation matrix of model situation 1 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Based on this information, there is a set of conditions, or rules, introduced to 
Excel.  These will be the criteria for the final evaluation of products.  
 
A) IF  the evaluation is 100% - 70% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
high---- AND--- the individual should INVEST into the product 
B) IF  the evaluation is 70% - 60% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
medium---- AND--- the individual should CONSIDER THE INVESTMENT 
into the product 
C) IF  the evaluation is 60% - 0%  --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is low--
-- AND--- the individual should NOT INVEST into the product 
 
 Consequently, Excel compares the evaluation of products in % (from folder 
Evaluation of products) with the established interval from table 12. The final results are 
Interval Evaluation in words Results
100 % - 70 % Suitability is high INVEST 
70 % - 60 % Suitability is medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
60 % - 0 % Suitability is low DO NOT INVEST
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obtained; representing the mix of product in which should the individual invest in 
accordance with his/ her preferences.  
 
 
 
Tab. n. 13.: Final results  of model situation 1 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 According to results, young individual should invest into public pension scheme 
and consider investment into Mutual Funds and Term Deposit. It should not be invested 
into Life insurance. 
 
4.1.3 EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 2: PERSON 40 YEARS OLD  
 The calculations and results can be found in the third Excel folder called Person 
40 years old. 
 The same procedure as in first model situation is followed. The “dynamic” state 
matrix is created with the usage of values 1 and 0, depending on information from 
chapter 3.3.2.  
 
 
 
Product Evaluation in % Evaluation Result
2. pillar 70,1 Suitability is high INVEST 
3. pillar 75,3 Suitability is high INVEST 
Life  insurance 48,1 Suitability is low DO NOT INVEST
Mutual funds
63,6
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Term deposit
67,5
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and 
charges, in %
Commitment 
period
0 1 1 0 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0
0 0
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Tab. n. 14.: State matrix of individual 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Similarly, the value in number and percentage is calculated. 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 15.: Evaluation of  individual 
 (Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Next step is to establish the interval, using the 90 % as the interval reference 
value, and the retransformation matrix. The categories for this model situation are 
following.  
 
 
 
Tab. n. 16.:  Retransformation matrix of model situation 2 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
Initial 
investment
Premature 
withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility of 
heritage
Tax 
benefits
State securement 
of investment
1 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
0 0
0
Calculation of 
interval 
in %
84 90
Interval Evaluation in words Results
100 % - 90 % Suitability is high INVEST 
90 % - 60 % Suitability is medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
60 % - 0 % Suitability is low DO NOT INVEST
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 The following procedure is to set the rules. They are the same, but now the 
interval must adapt to the value calculated for second model situation. Therefore, the 
rules are: 
 
A) IF  the evaluation is 100% - 90% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
high---- AND--- the individual should INVEST into the product 
B) IF  the evaluation is 90% - 60% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
medium---- AND--- the individual should CONSIDER THE INVESTMENT 
into the product 
C) IF  the evaluation is 60% - 0%  --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is low--
-- AND--- the individual should NOT INVEST into the product 
 
 Finally, MS Excel evaluates all products in accordance with these rules. The 
results are depicted in the table 17: 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 17.: Final results  of model situation 2 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Results show that for 40 years old person it is not automatically clear which 
product select for investment.  Due to the strict individual’s requirements, every product 
should be considered carefully, except Life insurance, which was assessed as not 
suitable product for this aim. 
 
Product Evaluation in % Evaluation Result
2. pillar
70,1
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
3. pillar
75,3
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Life  
insurance 48,1 Suitability is low
DO NOT 
INVEST
Mutual 
funds 63,6
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Term deposit
67,5
Suitability is 
medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
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4.1.4 EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 3: PERSON MORE THAN 50 
YEARS OLD 
 The last situation is located in folder called Person more than 50 years old in 
MS Excel.  
 The profile of this person differs from the other ones. The individual has the 
following values: 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 18.: State matrix of individual 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Further, it is necessary to calculate the evaluation of this person. Equally as in 
previous situations, it is required to calculate the number and then the percentage.  
 
 
Tab. n. 19.: Evaluation of  individual 
 (Source: Own elaboration) 
Return Risk Personal time 
consumption
Fees and charges, 
in %
Commitment 
period
0 1 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0
0 0 1 0 1
0 0 1
0 0
0 0
Initial 
investment
Premature 
withdrawal of 
investment
Possibility 
of heritage
Tax 
benefits
State 
securement of 
investment
0 1 1 1 1
0 0 0 0 0
1 0
0
Calculation of 
interval 
in %
63 62
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 The percentage calculated in this case is the lowest. This means that the first 
interval for product evaluation is very wide and the second interval is extremely short, 
only 2 %.  
 
 
 
Tab. n. 20.:  Retransformation matrix of model situation 3 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 At this situation, the criteria for evaluation are described by following rules:  
 
A) IF  the evaluation is 100% - 62% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
high---- AND--- the individual should INVEST into the product 
B) IF  the evaluation is 62% - 60% --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is 
medium---- AND--- the individual should CONSIDER THE INVESTMENT 
into the product 
C) IF  the evaluation is 60% - 0%  --THEN--the SUITABILITY of product is low--
-- AND--- the individual should NOT INVEST into the product 
 
 Consequently, Excel analysis this information and compares the evaluation of 
products in % with the interval for person 50 years old. The final mix of suitable 
product in accordance with preferences of this individual is obtained. 
 
Interval Evaluation in words Results
100 % - 62 % Suitability is high INVEST 
62 % - 60 % Suitability is medium
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
60 % - 0 % Suitability is low DO NOT INVEST
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Tab. n. 21.: Final results  of model situation 3 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 More than 50 years old individual can invest in all products since they meet 
his/her profile and expectation. However, Life insurance was again evaluated as 
improper option.   
 
 The next step in the analysis is to create fuzzy model in MATLAB in order to 
compare the results obtained with the results from Excel.  
 
 
4.2. FUZZY MODEL IN MATLAB 
 MATLAB represents a scientific programme and very advanced tool which can 
be used to solve even more complicated problems.  
 To create fuzzy model in MATLAB, there is Fuzzy Logic Toolbox which offers 
a set of functions able to analyze and simulate different systems based on fuzzy logic. 
 In order to run the system, it is necessary to click on MATLAB folder. Then, the 
Command Window is opened. After typing fuzzy and pressing Enter button, the FIS 
Editor is opened, which allows creating of fuzzy model. 
 
Product Evaluation in % Evaluation Result
2. pillar
70,1
Suitability is 
high 
INVEST 
3. pillar
75,3
Suitability is 
high 
INVEST 
Life  
insurance 48,1
Suitability is 
low
DO NOT INVEST
Mutual funds
63,6
Suitability is 
high 
INVEST 
Term deposit
67,5
Suitability is 
high 
INVEST 
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4.2.1 CREATION OF THE MODEL 
 First of all, it is essential to establish inputs and outputs of the model.  Inputs or 
variables correspond with the attributes from Excel model. Also, the values of inputs are 
equal with the values of attributes. However, in order to simplify the model and 
working with it, there are only 5 inputs used. These are Return, Risk, Personal time and 
then Product features and Legal features. 
 Product features and Legal features represent two blocks which comprises 
several other inputs which were also used in Excel model. They are explained on the 
figures below.  
 
 
 
 
Fig. n. 3.: Structure of input Product features 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 There are three possible values defined for input Product features- Not very 
satisfactory, Acceptable and Satisfactory. 
 
 
 
Product features 
Fees and charges 
Commitment 
period 
Initial investment 
Premature 
withdrawal of 
investment 
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Fig. n. 4.: Structure of input Legal features 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 Similarly, for input Legal features, there are two possible values- Regular and 
Beneficial.  
 Furthermore, it is also necessary to determine the outputs of the model. There is 
only one output, called Decision. It has three possible values - DO NOT INVESTS, 
CONSIDER INVESTMENT and INVESTS. They correspond with results from Excel, 
so that it will be possible to compare the final results from both models. 
  
 The basic model created in FIS Editor can be seen on figure 5. By clicking on 
Edit ˃ Add Variable it is possible to add as many inputs as needed. In the field Name, it 
is necessary to introduce the name of each input. 
 In this model, it is possible to observe 5 inputs and 1 output. There are two 
possible systems used by Fuzzy logic toolbox, Mamdani and Sugeno. In this case, 
Mamdani system is chosen.   
Legal features 
Possibility of 
heritage 
Tax benefits 
State securement 
of investment 
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Fig. n. 5.: Basic model in FIS Editor 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 Moreover, for every input, the model requires defining of Membership 
functions. This can be done by double-clicking on the input. For every value of the 
input, there is one Membership function. The shape of function is set on trampf type. 
The range of the input depends on the number of values attributed to the input. For 
instance, input Return has six possible values - Negative, Zero, Low, Medium, High, 
Very high. They are also ordered from the worst one to the best one, thus, for value 
Negative the number 1 corresponds. Similarly, for value Very high there is number 6. 
Therefore, the range is [1 6].   
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 Similarly, this assignation is done for every input and also for output. Output has 
range from 0 to 100 which express evaluation of the product as a percentage. The 
illustrations may be found on the following figures. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. n. 6.: Settings for input Return 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
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Fig. n. 7.: Settings for output Decision 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 At this point, it is possible to proceed to the setting of rules, which is essential 
for the model. Based on these rules, MATLAB is able to evaluate inputs and provide the 
evaluation. Every input has pre-determined weight of 1, thus they have equal 
importance. 
 There is button Edit ˃ Rules. The Rule Editor opens, which serves for this aim. 
It works with commands IF, AND and THEN. As shown on the figure 8, the Rule 
Editor shows all inputs and their values as well as the output with the values. It is 
necessary to create combinations of values of all inputs with all values of the output. 
The maximal number of rules is 432. This can be calculated by multiplication of the 
number of values of each input, 6 x 4 x 3 x 3 x 2 = 432. This part is very critical for the 
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correct working of the model. It is also very time consuming and requires a lot of 
attention, since all rules must be introduced manually. 
 
 
 
 
Fig. n. 8.: Rule Editor 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 However, MATLAB works with numerical values of given rules. The example 
of the transcript of first few rules may be found below. Every number before the comma 
represents the value of each input from the established range. The number after the 
comma represents the output. The number in the brackets is the weight, which is always 
1. The last number 1 represents the symbol for the command rule, in this case it is 
always AND. 
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             [Rules] 
1 1 1 1 1, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 1 2, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 2 1, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 2 2, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 3 1, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 1 3 2, 1 (1) : 1 
1 1 2 1 1, 1 (1) : 1 
 
 
Fig. n. 9.: Extract from the Rule transcript 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Finally, there is View button. By clicking on it, there are two options, View 
Rules or Surface.   
 Rule Viewer allows to overview and analyze the rules. Also, there is a value of 
Decision for each rule. The pre-established values are central values of each input. This 
is possible to change in the left low corner in the field Input and manually introduce the 
values, for which the model calculates the Decision. 
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Fig. n. 10.: Rule Viewer 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Finally, there is Surface Viewer. It shows a 3-D representation of the model, 
where the axis X and Y are always two inputs and the axis Z is the output, Decision. 
The model allows us to see 3-D model of each combination of inputs, which can be 
chosen from the menu, as seen on the figure 11. This figure illustrates the Decision for 
inputs Risk and Return. 
 
 
 
Fig. n. 11.: Surface Viewer 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Now, the fuzzy model is completed. It can be saved by File ˃ Import ˃ To the 
file. The file must have the suffix .fis.  
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4.2.2 CREATION OF  .M-FILE AND ITS APPLICATION 
 Once the fuzzy model is finished, it is necessary to create .m-file It serves for 
running the fuzzy model and evaluation of products. It is the expert system, which will 
allow the evaluation of three model situation. The logic of the m.-file is to create system 
able to record values for each product and client, based on the profiles and 
characteristics explained in chapter 4, analyse and compare them.  Based on this  
comparison, the evaluation if the product is suitable for the client, and, consequently, 
recommendation if client should or not invest into it is provided. 
  The .m-file might seem complicated, but its use is very simple. 
 
A = readfis('Pension Funds.fis'); 
Data(1) = input('Enter value for Return according your preferences(1- 
negative, 2- zero, 3- low, 4- medium, 5- high, 6- very high): '); 
Data(2) = input('Enter value for Risk according your preferences(1- 
very high, 2- high, 3- medium, 4-low): '); 
Data(3) = input ('Enter value for Personal Time according your 
preferences(1-  high, 2- medium, 3-low): '); 
Data(4) = input('Enter value for Product features according your 
preferences(1- not very satisfactory, 2- acceptable, 3- satisfactory): 
'); 
Data(5) = input('Enter value for Legal features your preferences(1- 
regular, 2- beneficial): '); 
ResultsClients = evalfis(Data, A) 
Data(1) = input('Enter value for Return according to product 
characteristics(1- negative, 2- zero, 3- low, 4- medium, 5- high, 6- 
very high): '); 
Data(2) = input('Enter value for Risk according to product 
characteristics(1- very high, 2- high, 3- medium, 4-low): '); 
Data(3) = input ('Enter value for Personal Time according to product 
characteristics(1-  high, 2- medium, 3-low): '); 
Data(4) = input('Enter value for Product features according to product 
characteristics(1- not very satisfactory, 2- acceptable, 3- 
satisfactory): '); 
Data(5) = input('Enter value for Legal features to product 
characteristics(1- regular, 2- beneficial): '); 
ResultsProducts = evalfis( Data, A) 
  
if ResultsClients < ResultsProducts  
display('Invest')    
elseif 60 < ResultsProducts  
display('Consider Investment') 
else 
display('Do Not Invest') 
end 
  
  
 
Fig. n. 12.: Transcript of the m. - file 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
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 To create .m-file it is necessary to open MATLAB, and then click on File ˃ New 
˃ Script. A clear window opens. Here it is required to introduce the records. Firstly, by 
the command readfis, the .fis – file (containing the fuzzy model) is loaded. Then there 
are two blocks, where values of inputs will be introduced. First one is for clients and 
second is for products. For every input, it is possible to choose the value. Thus, there are 
five Data and for each there is a command to enter value from offered options. After 
every block, there is command evalfis, which calculates the percentage for client and 
product, based on fuzzy model and data introduced. Finally, there is last part which sets 
the condition IF. This serves for final evaluation and the system give the results. The 
intuition here is very similar as setting the intervals in the Excel programme. 
 The first predominant condition is that, if the result of product is higher than the 
client’s result, then the system shows INVEST. This means that product’s 
characteristics fulfil the requirements and expectations of the client.  
 On the other hand, the second condition says that, if the result achieved by the 
product is lower than client’s result, but higher than 60 (equally as the limit value of 60 
% in MS Excel) system displays CONSIDER INVESTMENT. The product should have 
at least 60 % from the overall potential of the products on the market. If its value is 
lower than 60 %, it means, that it does not have enough benefits for the investor and 
there are other products on the market with better characteristics. 
  In other cases, DO NOT INVEST is displayed. 
 
 In order to start the programme, the MATLAB must be open. Then, by clicking 
on File ˃ Open the .m – file can be loaded from the computer. A new window opens, 
containing the information shown on figure 12. Now, by clicking on the Run button       
(  ), MATLAB Editor opens and offers several options. Add to Path must be selected. 
Then, another Command Windows opens (figure 13). 
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Fig. n. 13.: Command Window of the m. - file 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 As observable in the first line of the Command Window, the system asks to 
choose the value according to the preferences of the client. After entering the chosen 
number, next line appears. Here, the system asks to choose next value according to next 
input. After entering values for all inputs, the system calculates the evaluation for client. 
Then, the same procedure repeats with the inputs and evaluation of product.  Finally, the 
decision is given. The example how it works may be found on the figure14. 
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Fig. n. 14.: Evaluation process and provision of Decision 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
4.2.3 ASSIGNATION OF VALUES 
 However, before doing this evaluation, it is necessary to establish the values 
which characterize every product. As already explained, product values remain the same 
for the three model situations, since the characteristics of products are considered to be 
given by the market and the legislation. The values of inputs are equal as those used in 
Excel and are based on the characteristic of the products described in the chapter 3.1. 
 
 
Tab. n. 22.:  Products - Values of inputs,  linguistic form 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
Return Risk
Personal time 
consumption
Product features Legal features
2. pillar low low low satisfacory beneficial
3. pillar low low low acceptable beneficial
Life  insurance zero medium medium not very satisfactory regular
Mutual funds high medium medium acceptable regular
Term deposit low low low satisfacory beneficial
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Tab. n. 23.:  Products - Values of inputs,  numerical form 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Similarly, the clients’ profiles also have to be evaluated in accordance with these 
inputs and based on the information provided in chapter 3.3. 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 24.:  Clients - Values of inputs,  linguistic form 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 25.:  Clients - Values of inputs,  numerical form 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 In the next section, the three model situations will be solved with the usage of 
fuzzy model in MATLAB and the values above. 
 
Return Risk
Personal time 
consumption
Product features Legal features
2. pillar 3 4 3 3 2
3. pillar 3 4 3 2 2
Life  insurance 2 3 2 1 1
Mutual funds 5 3 2 2 1
Term deposit 3 4 3 2 2
Return Risk
Personal time 
consumption
Product features Legal features
Under 30 years old high medium high acceptable beneficial
Person 40 years old medium low low satisfacory beneficial
Person more than 
50 years old
high low high not very satisfactory beneficial
Return Risk
Personal time 
consumption
Product features Legal features
Under 30 years old 5 3 1 2 2
Person 40 years old 4 4 3 3 2
Person more than 
50 years old
5 4 1 1 2
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4.2.4 EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 1: YOUNG PERSON UNDER 30 
YEARS OLD 
 First of all, it is necessary to use the values from the table 23 and from the first 
line of the table 25 and, consequently, introduce them into MATLAB. This must be 
done individually for every product. According to established conditions, or rules, the 
system calculates the decision. The system works really fast. The results are shown 
below.  
 
 
Tab. n. 26.:  Final results  of model situation 1 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Therefore, young individual can invest into the majority of products from the 
selected ones. Logically, this corresponds with the reality, because this individual will 
need the largest amount of money to be saved for the pension. Investment into Mutual 
fund is not excluded, but should be carefully considered, meanwhile  Life insurance 
does not represent suitable product for pension saving. 
 
4.2.5 EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 2: PERSON 40 YEARS OLD  
 Similarly in this situation, values from the table 23 and from the second line of 
the table 25 are used. The values of clients change, meanwhile the values of products 
remain the same. Again this time, the system calculates the final results.  
Product Evaluation 
Products
Evaluation 
clients
Result
2. pillar 87,1 INVEST 
3. pillar 87,1 INVEST 
Life  
insurance 51,9
DO NOT 
INVEST
Mutual 
funds 78,5
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Term 
deposit 87,1
INVEST 
78,6
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Tab. n. 27.:  Final results  of model situation 2 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 It is possible to observe, than in this situation, the 40 years old person has really 
high expectations, expressed by 87,1 % evaluation. There is no result to INVEST. 
Except the Life insurance, which is considered to be not adequate for investing, all 
products should be considered before choosing in which of them invest. 
 
4.2.6 EVALUATION OF MODEL SITUATION 3: PERSON MORE THAN 50 
YEARS OLD 
 Finally, the last situation work with information from table 23 and from the third 
line of the table 25. Similarly,  the value for product changes. 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 28.:  Final results  of model situation 3 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
Product Evaluation 
Products
Evaluation 
clients
Result
2. pillar
87,1
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
3. pillar
87,1
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Life  
insurance 51,9
DO NOT 
INVEST
Mutual 
funds 78,5
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
Term 
deposit 87,1
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
87,1
Product Evaluation 
Products
Evaluation 
clients
Result
2. pillar 87,1 INVEST 
3. pillar 87,1 INVEST 
Life  
insurance 51,8
DO NOT 
INVEST
Mutual 
funds 78,5
INVEST 
Term 
deposit 87,1
INVEST 
51,85
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 The final results for 50 years old individual show that all products are worth 
investing, except the Life insurance. This again was evaluated as not suitable.   This 
corresponds with the reality, because 50 years old person has limited time before 
pension age. Thus, the individual should invest into as many products as possible in 
order to save money from several sources.  
 
4.3 COMPARISON OF RESULTS FROM EXCEL AND MATLAB 
 In order to assess the results from both chapters and draw the final conclusions, 
this chapter focuses on comparison of achieved results from Excel and MATLAB. 
 It is important to mention, that both models works with the same products and 
their values. Similarly the output is equal. There is slight difference in the inputs, 
meanwhile Excel works with 10 attributes, there are only 5 inputs in MATLAB model. 
This is due to the simplification of the model. Nevertheless, the results obtained are 
very similar. 
 The evaluation of products in % from both models is depicted on the following 
figure. Generally, evaluation in MATLAB is much lower than in case of MS Excel. 
 
 
 
Fig. n. 15.:  Comparison of Evaluation of products, in % 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 Moreover, both fuzzy models are used to evaluate three model situations 
equally. Meanwhile Young person under 30 years old has profile evaluation at 70 % in 
87,1 87,1 
51,9 
78,5 
87,1 
70,1 75,3 
48,1 
63,6 67,5 
2. pillar 3. pillar Life  insurance Mutual funds Term deposit 
Comparison of Evaluation of 
products 
Excel Matlab 
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Excel, it is 78,6 % in MATLAB. Person 40 years old has 90 % and 87,1 % and person 
over 50 years old has 62 % and 51,85 % in Excel and MATLAB, respectively. It is 
possible to see than the values obtained are relatively similar. The biggest difference is 
in the last case.  
 As to the final decision, to INVEST, CONSIDER INVESTMENT or DO NOT 
INVEST, the results obtained are compiled in the table below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Tab. n. 29.:  Comparison of final Results in Excel and MATLAB 
(Source: Own elaboration) 
 
 Clearly, both fuzzy models present almost equal results for corresponding model 
situation. The only difference is in the case of young individual who according to Excel 
should CONSIDER INVESTMENT into Mutual funds, however, according to 
MATLAB, he/she should INVEST with no hesitation. 
Product Under 30 years old Person 40 years old Person more than 50 years old
2. pillar INVEST 
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
3. pillar INVEST 
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
Life  insurance DO NOT INVEST DO NOT INVEST DO NOT INVEST
Mutual funds
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
Term deposit
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
2. pillar INVEST 
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
3. pillar INVEST 
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
Life  insurance DO NOT INVEST DO NOT INVEST DO NOT INVEST
Mutual funds
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
Term deposit INVEST 
CONSIDER 
INVESTMENT
INVEST 
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 Generally, the best position has person more than 50 years old, who can invest in 
all products except Life insurance. The most complicated situation is for person 40 
years old who should consider all the options before investing. 
 Finally, the best results were obtained for 2. and 3. pillar and for Term deposit. 
Mutual funds are more risky investments and this is probably the reason why they 
should be considered only in two of three situations. The worst results represent Life 
insurance. For every situation it was evaluated as DO NOT INVEST product. This may 
be principally because it is primarily insurance product and not product specified for 
saving, which causes confusion among people. 
 
 
4.4 CONTRIBUTION OF SUGGESTED SOLUTIONS 
 In this Thesis, two different fuzzy models were created in Excel and MATLAB 
programmes. They help to evaluates selected products and their suitability for 
investment for pension age. The suggested solutions and outcomes of the Thesis are as 
follows: 
 Young individual under 30 years old will have the worst situation in the future, 
when public pension payments will be insufficient. Thus, people in this category 
should really thing about saving for retirement. They have the benefit of long 
period, more than 30 years of active working life during which their long-term 
investment can bring very significant return. They should create diversified 
portfolio containing conservative funds, but also more risky funds and securities. 
 40 years old persons should be slightly more prudent. They should be aware of 
all other familiar and financial obligations they might have. Nevertheless, still 
they have the same opportunity as younger counterparts, but they should think 
more carefully which investment will be the best for them. 
 Person older than 50 years have advantage of relatively decent state pension 
payment. However, he/she should not underestimate the situation and invest the 
spare finance in order to keep or improve the living standard during retirement. 
Thus, it is recommended to invest in all possible products, but with lower risk 
profile, because the time horizon of investment is shorter as in two previous 
cases. 
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 Every individual should diversify the portfolio. This means, invest in different 
funds and products, with different level of risk, offered by various companies.  
 Life insurance should not be used as product for pension security. It should be 
used primarily as product for insurance in some unexpected situation, such as 
accidents or health issues. There can be some saving complement, but this 
should not be the key reason for contracting this product. 
 Alongside the public pension scheme, this Thesis may also show, which other 
products are suitable for saving for pension. Based on the results, financial and 
other institutions may promote and advertise the whole scale of products and 
offer them to their clients as possible alternatives or complements of their 
pension scheme. 
 The expert systems suggested in this topic may be of use and help in the work of 
consultants and similar financial institutions. 
 The applicability of expert models in reality was tested by the author of this 
Thesis. Apart from three model situations, the expert systems were tested on 
more variants of people. Due to the limitations of this Thesis, the results could 
not be analyzed. 
 By adjusting values of attributes according to any person’s profile, the model is 
able to generate product mix for pension practically for anybody. Also, it is very 
likely, that the values of product will change with time, when legislation and 
market conditions will change. Again, the model allows adapting of those 
values. This means that the model has the ability to remain actual and flexible. 
 Every person should be more interested in the topic of pension and pension 
payments. It should be a matter of personal responsibility. Even it is not urgent 
at the present moment, in the future this issue will be critical. It is recommended 
to start with saving as soon as possible. 
 Last, but not least,  it should be in interest of the whole EU and also local 
Governments to educate people about the criticality of the situation related to 
pension payments and retirement period  and motivate them to take action and 
participate at least at the opportunities offered by the  three pillars of the public 
scheme. 
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CONCLUSION 
 In response to actual demographic crisis in Slovakia, the topics of pension and 
pension payments are gaining increasing relevance. However, many people do not 
attribute any interest to the issue, nor understand its criticality for their future. Securing 
decent life standard during the pension age should be a topic of personal interest and 
responsibility of each individual. This is especially serious for current young generation. 
 The objective of this Thesis was to propose expert system for consultants or 
financial institutions which would be able to evaluate and compare different pension 
funds and financial product for their clients in order to help them to decide and choose 
which of them is suitable for private saving for retirement. For this aim, two fuzzy logic 
models in Excel and MATLAB programmes were created and described in this work. 
There were three different model situations which depict how the programmes operate 
and propose different investment mix for different individuals. 
 The first part of this Thesis explained theoretical basis about fuzzy logic, 
MATLAB software as well as brief clarification of basic principles of pension system. 
 In the second part, a profound analysis of actual situation in Slovakia and given 
problems was provided. Moreover, the description of 3-pillar public pension scheme 
and other financial products was given. Also, attributes, based on which the evaluation 
is effected were explained. Finally, three model situations were stated, where three 
different individuals with their characteristics and requirements are described. This 
information was used in the next parts of the Thesis. 
 In the part of proposals and contribution of suggested solution, the two fuzzy 
logic models were created. Each of them evaluated three model situations. Several 
products were assessed and for each individual, models provided optimal investment 
solution, in accordance with individual’s profile.  The comparison and interpretation of 
results from Excel and MATLAB were carried on and it was possible to observe, that 
results were very similar from both models.  Finally, the chapter concluded with a set of 
suggestions and recommendations for every model situation. Also, some general 
implications were provided. 
 The objectives of this Thesis were fulfilled. The expert systems suggested are 
useful, flexible and seek to simplify the complicated decision-making process regarding 
investment for pension age.   
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